Our services
High-accuracy radar satellite
data services
Analysis ready radar satellite data services with high accuracy:
observe changes as they happen and make better decisions.

Value you get:

Deliverables you get:

Fresh information about your area of interest regardless the weather conditions.

Multi-polarisation backscatter image
for visual use

Rich and trustworthy input for your monitoring, modelling, and analyses tasks.

S1 Coherence and backscatter composite raster

Reduce your burden of pre-processing SAR
data. Save money by saving time.
Keep focus on your client and your expertise.
Save from having idle computing infrastructure and pay only for the resources when you
really need it.

InSAR coherence raster time series
SAR backscatter raster time series
SAR raster time series for visual use
Synthesized biomass estimate raster timer
series
SAR parcel level statistics time series
Agri subsidy compliance monitoring
Crop type identification

Calibrated SAR parameters you get:
Interferometric coherence: 6- or 12-day repeat pass, VH & VV polarization
Backscatter: VH & VV polarization
VH/VV backscatter ratio

More info:
www.kappazeta.ee
info@kappazeta.ee

Our services
InSAR coherence raster time series
A sequence of high-resolution InSAR coherence
Especially suited for event and change detection (e.g., farming events, activity in open-pit
mines, etc).

SNAP coherence VH

KappaZeta coherence VH

Blurry, 50m res.

Noisy, 20m res.

SAR backscatter raster time series
A sequence of high-resolution SAR backscatter
Especially good as an input for various plant
tion by its temporal signature via phenology.

KappaZeta, 20m res.

SAR raster time series for visual use
A sequence of high-resolution SAR coherence
and backscatter raster images of your AOI for a
scheme to facilitate visual inspection.
Designed to make distinguishing patterns as
easy as possible for human eye.

More info:
www.kappazeta.ee
info@kappazeta.ee

Our services
Synthesized biomass estimate raster
time series
A sequence of high-resolution biomass estimate images synthesized from radar combined
with cloud-free optical data of your AOI for a

SAR parcel level statistics time series
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S1 Coherence and backscatter
composite raster
Composite SAR image, which consists of two
backscatter layers and a coherence layer.
Applicable for checking the parcels manually,
and well suited for assessment of mowing,
harvesting, ploughing and other markers.

Agricultural subsidy checks
detect completion of agricultural works
necessary to qualify for subsidy.

We provide reliable monitoring for 30-50% more parcels with complex shape
and as small as 0.5 hectares.

More info:
www.kappazeta.ee
info@kappazeta.ee

